All courses are uploaded to:
http://www.royalmouldingsmarketing.com/aiacourselibrary

Also available at this link are the necessary attendance forms and
speaker agreement forms.

All the courses will also be available at the AEC website where
architects can take the course at their leisure online and still receive
credit.

The link to AEC daily:

Confirm the dates and location of presentation with appropriate
Marketing Program Manager in order to be registered with AIA. A
session code will be sent to you to place on the attendance form.

After your event, please complete the attached Electronic Course
Attendance form and email it to cesattendance@aia.org. This step is
how attendees will get their credits.

You are responsible for making and sending certificates to all
attendees.

Questions? For Celect, Zuri, and PVC Mouldings, contact Adam
McCool at adam.mccool@royalbuildingproducts.com.
For Vinyl Siding, contact Dan Riddle at
Daniel.Riddle@royalbuildingproducts.com.

The courses available are:

1. “Multi Layer Decking-Using Cellular
   PVC Technology to Replicate Exotic
   Hardwood”
   Course: RoyalBP14-004

2. Superior Performing Water Based PVDF
   Coatings on Cellular PVC Cladding
   Course: RoyalBP14-005

3. Architectural Applications of Cellular
   PVC for Exterior Mouldings and Trim
   Course: RoyalBP12-002

4. Not All Insulated Vinyl Siding
   is the Same
   Course: AIAINSID02

All courses have to be scheduled 1 week
prior and given a code to place on the
attendance forms.